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ABOUT
The first International Meeting on Atomic and Molecular Physics and Chemistry (IMAMPC) took place in Madrid, in 2010. Since then, the meeting has been held annually. In 2017 IMAMPC will be organized by the Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń. The host city is also called the "Gothic pearl" since its Old Town, listed among the UNESCO World Heritage sites, is rich in precious medieval monuments.

The meeting is primarily dedicated to young researchers, in the early stage of their scientific careers. In particular, a considerable number of oral presentations will be given by Ph.D. students.

We intend to cover the following theoretical and experimental areas:
- recent progress in the electronic structure theory and theory of molecular interactions,
- reactive and non-reactive scattering, and cold collisions,
- molecular spectroscopy and molecular dynamics,
- astrochemistry,
- macromolecules and molecules of biochemical interest.
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